
The Breaking Wave
A conversation about 
reforming the oceans 
management system in 
Aotearoa New Zealand



The project

• The impetus

• The aim

• The “system”

• The approach





The marine environment, and problems

• Natural and human environments

• Biophysical problems and causes/contributors
• Fishing
• Invasive species
• Plastics
• Sediment
• Nutrients
• Chemicals
• Tourism
• Coastal development
• Climate change

• Social, economic and cultural problems



The current system, and system problems



The current system, and system problems

• Types of problem

• Weak environmental “limits”

• Outdated norms and values

• Fragmentation, gaps and overlaps

• Complexity and inaccessibility

• Unclear stewardship

• Strategy and agility

• Procedural fairness

• Information and funding



The context of reform

• Planned reforms and other related measures

• The evolving context of te Tiriti o Waitangi

• Historical context

• Present and future contextual factors



Conceptualising the system



The relationship between norms and 
problems
• Difficulties with hard and fast problem definition as the basis for a 

conversation about system review

• There are many options for norms, so it is hard to pin down problems

• Are outcomes actually “bad”?

• Do some problems not require “fixing”?

• Tolerance of risk

• How problems are described matters

• Specific objectives lead to narrow problems

• Should the system fix a problem?



Norms: Why do we have a system and what 
do we expect it to do?

• Narrow rationales for intervention – externalities and market failure

• Broader rationales – public services, public interest, te Tiriti o 
Waitangi





The system 
vs existing 
interests



Norms: Ethics, principles and objectives

• Te ao Māori

• Welfare economics

• Anthropocentrism

• Ecocentrism

• Principles – various possibilities and system design choices

• Objectives and the system’s core roles



Reconsidering the toolkit

• A vast topic; emergence of tangible options
• Regulatory tools

• Property rights
• Human rights
• Rights for nature
• Environmental limits and regulatory controls
• Emergency orders and rāhui
• Planning and consenting
• Other regulatory tools

• Beyond command and control tools
• Funding tools
• The importance of incentives in the toolkit



Spatial protections in the toolkit

• Defining MPAs

• MPAs under the RMA

• MPAs and the Fisheries Act

• MPA legislation

• MPAs and mana whenua



“Strategic” and “integrative” tools

• Making existing tools more strategic

• A more integrated toolkit

• Marine spatial planning

• An oceans policy

• Statutory backing for strategic tools



Legislative design

• Why legislative design matters

• Legislative design principles

• Pragmatism in legislative design

• Slicing and dicing statutes – looking through different lenses





Legislative design

• Refining boundaries between lenses (notably RMA-fisheries and 
conservation-fisheries)

• Expanding the scope of some lenses (notably what the RMA/NBA 
does)

• Reshuffling boundaries within lenses (notably RMA-EEZ)

• Integration across different lenses (notably more integrated 
conservation legislation)

• Adding a new lens – an umbrella statute

• Changing the order of lenses

• A spatial split between land and sea – an Oceans Act



Institutional design

• Institutional characteristics
• Independence and accountability (eg the role of the courts in fisheries)
• Central and local (eg jurisdiction of regional councils and central 

government/oceans agency)
• Geographical focus (eg inter-regional boundaries)
• Subject matter focus (eg an Oceans Ministry)
• Separation/integration of tasks (eg policy, regulatory, advocacy, 

enforcement, operational)
• Institutional mandates – how to split them up
• Formality of creation
• Degree of power



Four potential models

• What the models are for (and not for)

• Diagrams, comparative table and high level assessment of pros and 
cons

• Model 1: there’s a lot of unrealised potential in the current system

• Model 2: deep structural change

• Model 3: a thought exercise – the tino rangatiratanga sphere

• Model 4: a normative shift – legal personhood



Wrap up

• The all important question of “why?”

• Stepping stones and timeframes

• The process of reform


